Early in October, 1916, Andrew C. 
peculiar to Swedish speaking people, but he has a very limited vocablary. Swedish is spoken at home by both parents, but he has a sister who is enrolled in the fifth grade of the Minneapolis schools, and who speaks, reads, and writes English. When beginning his work in reading it was discovered that he knew the alphabet, the sounds of most of the letters, could write the letters and a few words, and could recognize by sight probably fewer than a hundred words. He lives at home under favorable conditions, is now working as helper to a die-setter, and is making 17.5 cents per hour. He desires to become a die-setter because it offers good wages and he thinks he would like the work. He wanted to learn to read in order to be able to read signs, the newspapers, instructions about his work, and rhymes and stories which he hears his sister read and some of which he can repeat from hearing them read. He is somewhat handicapped by defective vision and has to wear thick-lensed glasses. The testing was continued after the reading of the texts had been finished. It will be seen that the improvement after completing the texts was never quite so marked as while the text waa being read, Although he knew how to write his name and could write most of the letters of the alphabet with pencil when he first appeared for instruction, it can not be said that he could write. He could draw the letters slowly and laboriously at the rate of about eight per minute.
No instruction was given in writing and no effort was made to have the rate or quality of the copying improve. He was, however, asked to copy the script words of the primer and the sentences of the first reader. That he learned to write is indicated by his writing performance on April 25th, when he wrote a page of approximately quality 50, Ayres Scale (11), at the rate of fifty-six letters per minute.
Andrew's attainments in these educational activities in the GH A3JE
VIS.VMM initial periods and in the final periods are represented in figure IV. In this figure the dotted line represents his achievements on November 8th relative to the achievements of normal children in their respective grades. The heavy solid line represents relatively his attainment on April 25th. The distances between the solid and the dotted lines on the radii of the circles measure, in terms of grades, the improvement made during the twenty-eight weeks of instruction in reading. It will be seen that in this time he made from a gradeand-a-half of progress in rate of reading to four grades of progress m understanding of sentences or in quality of reading. It should also be noted that although no instruction was given in language as such, or in writing as such, there was marked progress in both of these performances. This suggests a close correlation between these school activities and reading.
Aside from the data of these tests there is the additional evidence that considerable improvement was made since he passed from the primer level to that of the fourth reader level in his ability to read. On May 16th he could read some in the newspapers, in the elementary geographies, histories, and language books.
It is important to note the processes through which this improve- 
